JONESTOWN ESSAY
The Jonestown Massacre happened on November 18th More then people were killed in the Massacre, of which were
children. The Massacre happened on a piece of land in Guyana that the Peopleâ€™s Temple, run by James Jones, had
bought. The Peopleâ€™s Temple was a church run by.

Ryan was there to investigate complaints about the community called "Jonestown," which was largely
inhabited by his former California constituents. I'm sure Father knew about those things, and that's why hehad
me hit so many times. But to me, death is not a fearful thing. How could such a tragedy occur? He is vomiting
and has diarrhea so bad he cant talk! Two families, however, slipped messages to Ryan that they wanted to
leave with him. Kinsolving, Tom and Kathleen. All victims involved were unarmed civilians, many of which
were women, children, and the elderly. First Woman : I feel like that as there's life, there's hope. Coal
production had become a driving force behind the United States industrial revolution Asurvivor of Jonestown,
who happened to be away at the dentist, was interviewed a year following the deaths: If I had been there, I
would have been the first one to stand inthat line and take that poison and I would have been proud to takeit.
More then people were killed in the Massacre, of which were children. Finally, in Guyana, Jonestown was
surrounded by dense jungle, the few trails patrolled by armed security guards Cahill, Within the Temple,
Jones demanded absolute loyalty, enforced a taxing regimen, and delivered sermons forecasting nuclear
holocaust and an apocalyptic destruction of the world, promising his followers that they alone would emerge
as survivors. Having read works from Karl Marx, Jones began to believe unchecked capitalism would lead to a
growing number of the oppressed. Instead, we put the question to the children, "What would Jim do?
Asdiscussed earlier, the threat of being beaten or humiliated forced the member to comply with Jones's orders:
A person will obey as long as he or she is being threatened and supervised. There were three major things that
caused the Boston Massacre. Essentially a massacre results in either the death of many people or death by
cruel means. And in all the years since, despite innumerable attempts, no other group has been able to tame
this jungle and establish a permanent settlement. As we sat and rested with our backs against the monument,
an aggressive snake took exception. Crowd : That's right , that's right! He accomplished this by having every
one drink a laced Kool-Aid. Five people, including Congressman Ryan, were killed and eleven people were
injured Jonestown. The "blessed chicken" was extraordinarily delicious, and severalof the people mentioned
that Jim had produced the best-tastingchicken they had ever eaten. While dealing with Jonestown it could be
perceived as both a cult and a conspiracy theory. Army officers covered up the events at My Lai and
downplayed the fatalities among other soldiers Please forgive me. The services and meetings occupied
weekends and several evenings each week. Jim Jones had vilified previous defectors as "the enemy" and had
instilled the fear that, once outside of the Peoples Temple, members stories would not be believed by the
"racist, fascist" society, and they would be subjected to torture, concentration camps, and execution.

